Editorial Response: Predicting Protection Against Encapsulated Pathogens

Patients with selective immune defects have provided vivid evidence of the specific host factors that mediate defense against the pneumococcus. Rates of invasive pneumococcal infections may be increased among patients with deficiencies of complement components (involving either the classical or alternative pathway) [1–3], decreased phagocyte number and function (including neutropenia, asplenia, and perhaps specific Fcγ receptor IIallotypes) [3–7], impaired antibody production (e.g., hypogammaglobulinemia, IgG2 subclass deficiency, and selective unresponsiveness to polysaccharides) [8–10], or combined defects (e.g., sickle cell disease, asplenia, and HIV-1 infection) [11–13]. Of these factors, only levels of capsule-specific antibody are currently amenable to modulation by medical intervention.

See article by Romero-Steiner et al. on pages 281–8.

Augmenting levels of specific antibody by immunization with epidemiologically and chemically defined capsular polysaccharides has provided the focus for prevention of serious pneumococcal infections in patients at increased risk. Early descriptions of the successful prevention of these infections with polysaccharide vaccines [14–16] in high-risk but otherwise healthy young adults confirmed the biological validity of this strategy. However, since these initial successes, the efficacy of the vaccine has been tested and contentiously debated in the largest group of susceptible adults, the elderly.

In aggregate, evidence to date suggests that the multivalent pneumococcal capsular polysaccharide vaccine affords protection (50%–75%) against invasive disease (e.g., bacteremia and meningitis) [17–19] rather than pneumonia in older adults [20, 21]. Because of the expense and logistical challenges of performing prospective, randomized clinical trials in the elderly, investigators have sought to define correlates of protection against pneumococcal disease in order to evaluate the many new and innovative protein-associated polysaccharide vaccine candidates in development. Conspicuous in this approach has been the measurement of capsule-specific antibodies by ELISA.

Recent efforts have been directed toward improving the specificity and standardizing the quantitation of capsule-specific antibodies by ELISA [22, 23], as well as defining the “functional activity” of these antibodies [24]. In this issue, Romero-Steiner et al. report that levels of capsule-specific IgG after pneumococcal vaccination were significantly lower (for two of five serotypes studied) in 46 elderly subjects than in 12 young adults [25]. More important, functional immune responses assessed on the basis of in vitro killing activity were significantly reduced for all serotypes in the elderly, compared with those in young subjects.

Functional immune responses measured in this assay were not highly correlated with antibody levels determined by ELISA but did correlate with relative antibody avidities measured. Thus, the findings of Romero-Steiner et al. support the importance of determining functional measures of immune response to pneumococcal vaccination in the elderly and suggest that analysis of specific antibody avidity may be a reliable surrogate functional measure to employ in future studies of vaccine response.

“Avidity” has been defined as the “functional affinity” of antibodies. Avidity is determined by at least two parameters [26]. The first is the true or intrinsic avidity, the attractive force between antigen- and antibody-binding sites. The second is the number of antigen-binding sites on the antibody, e.g., 2 sites for IgG, 10–12 for IgM, and 2–4 or more for IgA. The affinity and/or avidity of specific antibodies has been correlated with their functional activity in vitro against many pathogens [27], including other bacteria with polysaccharide capsules, such as Haemophilus influenzae type b [28, 29] and Neisseria meningitidis [30]. Romero-Steiner et al. now report that the avidity of IgG for Streptococcus pneumoniae capsular polysaccharides correlates with the ability of sera to mediate complement-dependent killing of the organism by phagocytes in a standardized in vitro assay.

These investigators measured the avidity of IgG to capsular polysaccharides of S. pneumoniae by inhibition of antigen binding to the solid-phase ELISA antigen with increasing concentrations of ammonium thiocyanate. This chaotropic agent dissociates antigen-antibody complexes [31]. Among the other available methods for determining affinity or avidity of specific antibodies (e.g., equilibrium dialysis, competitive inhibition ELISA, and surface plasmon resonance) [32–36], thiocyanate elution is among the easiest and most inexpensive to perform. Such ease of performance provides access to and standardization of the assay in large numbers of laboratories worldwide. On the basis of the experience and success with H. influenzae type b vaccine efforts, such cooperation should be the appropriate goal of academia, government, and industry in the current development and clinical testing of pneumococcal vaccines in more diverse populations.

That the avidities and functional activities of capsulesspecific IgG were correlated in this study is instructive, and that each was significantly lower in this specific elderly population...
is intriguing. As noted by the authors, the elderly subjects studied were of advanced age (predominantly >80 years old) and involved in an epidemic of viral and bacterial pneumonia. The elderly subjects were institutionalized and predominantly (85%) female, characteristics which have each been associated with decreased antibody responses to pneumococcal vaccination [37–39]. That other studies have shown more comparable levels and avidities of capsule-specific antibodies in young and healthy elderly adults [40, 41] raises the issue of whether underlying disease or intrinsic “immunosenescence” or both contribute to the age-related differences reported here.

In addition, immune responses among the elderly were determined in this study at a relatively short interval (2–3 weeks) following vaccination. Although specific IgG levels rise significantly at 2 weeks after pneumococcal immunization, previous reports suggest that levels of specific antibody may peak at 70–100 days postvaccination, particularly in elderly subjects [40, 42]. Whether antibody levels rise more slowly in the advanced elderly, particularly those with underlying diseases, and whether the improvement of antibody binding or affinity maturation develops more slowly in this group are relevant areas of investigation.

Although protein-conjugate vaccines have not enhanced specific antibody levels in the elderly compared with responses to pure polysaccharides [43, 44], the authors suggest that these new vaccines may enhance avidity [45], as the two parameters are independently regulated.

Overall, most investigators would agree that more effective pneumococcal vaccines are required in the elderly, particularly the advanced elderly, among whom rates of pneumococcal disease are highest. Romero-Steiner et al. have provided solid evidence for the use of one accessible tool, antibody avidity, in the evaluation of the current and newer vaccines under development. How should their findings be applied in order to determine the most appropriate analytic tool for evaluating the efficacy of pneumococcal vaccines in this population?

First, the population studied should include a broad representation of healthy and compromised elderly adults of both sexes. Optimal samples could be obtained prospectively from a cohort efficacy trial and tested selectively on a case-control basis. Second, each of the putative indicators of vaccine “protection,” e.g., antibody levels, avidity, and functional activity, should then be correlated with clinical outcomes. Such laboratory measures could then be credibly accepted as surrogate indicators of protection, on the basis of solid clinical and epidemiological evidence. Romero-Steiner et al. have advanced us on this productive path to efficiently and cost-effectively evaluating the new generation of pneumococcal vaccines in the expanding populations at risk.
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